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inch), with proportionate increases along the side of the mountain— quantities quite sufficient to produce a decided breeze.
Similar overflow winds occur also on the slopes of the isolated mountain, BAE, whenever the air on the opposite sides is unequally heated. Thus the landward side of a coast mountain, for instance, on a still warm day should have a breeze blowing up it and out to sea.
Case 2.—Isolated Mountain in the Midst of a Uniformly Heated Plain.— Here, too, the sides of the mountain are heated and corresponding upward currents induced. There also is expansion of the air over the adjacent plains and a tendency to establish pressure gradients towards the mountain, as in the case just discussed. But, however great this expansion, the gradients thus produced never cause, in the present case, more than a negligible wind. To make this statement obvious: Let the ridge A of the mountain be 1:6 kilometers (1 mile) above the plains EF and BC', let the width of the base EB be 3.2 kilometers (2 miles), and let the air be heated the same over one plain as over the other. Let the temperature increase of the air during the day be 5.5° C. (10° F.), or, suppose, 1 part in 50 of-the absolute temperature. Under these conditions the compensating flow of air from the two sides must amount jointly to 1 part in 50 of the volume of the mountain; that is, the horizontal flow of the air from either side of the given mountain must average, from top to bottom, 1 part in 50 of 0.8 kilometer (0.5 mile). If, further, this is extended over a period of 10 hours, as it might be, the average velocity would amount to only about 1.5 meters (5 feet) per hour—certainly an imperceptible breeze.
Clearly, then, the breezes that ascend mountain sides on still clear days have two causes: (a) a chimney or draft effect due to surface heating —always present—and (6) a pressure gradient effect due to expansion of the air over an adjacent plain or valley—present only when this expansion is unequal on the opposite sides of the mountain, or when the base levels are decidedly unequal on the opposite sides.
Sea Breeze.—Whenever a strongly heated region adjoins one whose surface is less heated, a local circulation from the one to the other obtains, unless prevented by winds of a larger system. Thus along the seashore, beside a lake and even at the edge of a favorably situated forest, a breeze (sea breeze, lake breeze, and forest breeze, respectively) of greater or less strength sets in during dry summer forenoons, after the land surface has become sufficiently warmed to establish decided convection.
Since the sea breeze obviously ceases at that level where the barometric pressure is the same above the land that it is above the water, and since the change of pressure with change of altitude is a function of temperature, it follows that its depth, never great, may easily be computed by replacing certain general terms of a suitable equation by observed temperature and pressure data. To develop such an equation:

